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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate lane use controls
in Lafayette, to determine an efficient method for gathering data
on lane use, and to assemble information on lane use controls in
several other cities.
Several recording methods were investigated, and a system was
developed and tested utilizing adding machines as recorders.
Two adding machines and two operators recorded data for all
four approaches of an intersection with lane use control in Lafayette,
Indiana. The lane use control restricted the center lane, on all
approaches, to left turning vehicles. The control on one leg was
then changed to allow straight through vehicles to use both lanes
of the approach. The capacities before and after change were compared.
In this study it was found that: Driver obedience to lane use
controls in the Lafayette area is very good; this obedience increased
when the lane lines and arrows on the pavement were repainted; when
a "left-turn-only" lane is installed on an intersection approach with
less than 10# left turns, capacity of the approach will be seriously
impaired.
Introduction
lane use control has become quite popular in several communities
in Indiana and elsewhere, particularly for streets which normally
carry one lane of traffic in each directiono Parking is usually pro-
hibited in the approaches so as to provide two lanes for entering
vehicleso Under this control one lane is restricted to one of the
turning movements while the other lane handles the remaining traffic©
Figure 1 shows how this control might operate at an intersection©
Two elements are considered important in analysing the operation
of traffic at intersections© The first is the capacity of the inter-
section© When a change in the flow of traffic through an intersection
is contemplated, will it increase or decrease the capacity of the in-
tersection? The other element is safety© How will the change affect
the chances of an accident occurring?
If any intersection is always overloaded in the peak hour, the
solutions to be sought are those that will increase capacity© They
must be checked by asking how the safety of the intersection will be
affected© On the other hand, if the intersection has very few loaded
cycles even during the peak hour but has a high accident rate, a change
In favor of a safer method of allowing vehicles to enter the intersec-
tion would be indicated© Such a change should be cheeked from the
capacity standpoint©
To determine whether the basis for the control under study in this
report is primarily safety or capacity, some of its effects should be
discussed©
Once the driver decides whether he wishes to turn right or left or
go straight, under this control he need only learn what lane is provided
for his desired movement and then proceed through the intersection in
2that lan®o Figure 2 shows a typical overhead sign Installation from



















FIGURE I TYPICAL INTERSECTION
WITH LANE USE CONTROL
FIGURE 2s OVERHEAD SIGNS ALLOW DRIVERS TO
CHOOSE THEIR PROPER LANE IN ADVANCE
The control, then, removes some of the judgment needed without this lane
designation^ The driver approaching an intersection with a choice of
two lanes and no special control must weigh the possible delay caused by
left turning vehicles in the center lane, when opposing traffic blocks
their exit, against delay caused by right turning vehicles in the curb
lane when pedestrians block their exito He then chooses a lane to pass
straight through the intersection with the minimum delay
If two vehicles come up to the intersection at the same time in ad-
jacent lanes and both desire to go straight across, when there is only
one exit lane, one vehicle must allow the other to go first or there
will be a sideswipe accidento By preventing the use of two approach
lanes by vehicles desiring to go straight through, this type of accident
is reduced or eliminated© Thus, the control removes the conflict between
vehicles moving in the same directiono It produces an orderly movement
of vehicles and prevents the loss of time needed to allow vehicles from
two lanes to merge into one within the width of the intersection
The capacity value of this control, when only one exit is available,
can be determined by comparing the number of vehicles clearing through
the intersection, with the straight through movement using only one lane,
to the number of vehicles clearing through when straight through traffic
uses two laneso Both turning movements will induce delays in the latter
system but the chance that one lane will be free when the other is block-
ed will be reasonably good©
It is not within the scope of this study to make a detailed investi-
gation of the possible psychological relief given drivers by limiting the
lanes of approach to one, for any one exit directiono It should be
pointed out, however, that the existing network of streets in most cities
6is sueh that this becomes a luxury which no city ean afford if it gives
relief at the expense of needed capacityo Drivers should be given every
convenience that will make their driving easier and, at the same time,
will not disrupt the efficient use of the community's streetgo
If, on the other hand, this restriction has no detrimental effect
on the capacity of the street, full use should be made of so economical
a control as is studied heree
In order to determine when lane use control is desirable, studies
should be made at many different intersections with varying percentages
of turning movements with and without lane use controlo It then would
be possible to develop warrants for the lane use controlo This research
project was undertaken as a pilot study to investigate procedures, and to
collect data for two intersectionso Many more intersections should be
studied before it would be possible to develop warrants for lane use con-
t?olo
Purpose
The purpose of this study is tos
lo Study specific intersections in the Lafayette metropolitan area
to determine their capacity with and without lane use controlo
Intersections with varying percentages of turning movements will
be studied to develop information for the establishment of war-
rants for the use of this controlo
2o Assemble data and discuss lane use control practices in several
citieso
3o Develop a new system to record traffic flow through intersec-
tions using adding machines as recorderso
Equipment and Its Operation
The basic data collected In the field for this study were volume
countso Some means of recording the number of vehicles, their type, lane
of approach, and direction of exit had to be selectedo In addition, a
total count for each green phase had to be recorded with an indication of
whether or not the approach was loaded during that phaseo
Several methods of volume counting are now being used, but some type
of keyboard device or a photographic record of the intersection traffi®
appeared to be required in order to collect all the necessary data,,
When properly located, the camera will record all the action at the
intersection However, the time required to transcribe the data and the
possibility of losing a day 8 s collection in case the camera does not fune~
tion properly led to the rejection of this method in favor ©f a keyboard
in the hands of a trained operator
At first it was thought that a set of keyboards could be connected to
a multi-pen graphic recorder This idea was discarded when it was real=
ized that only slight modification need be made to the keyboard of an
electric adding machine to convert it into an efficient recorder capable
of recording many necessary and desirable data.. Figure 3 shows a typical
adding machine with its keyboard ready for volume data collection
Two machines, each with one operator, are sufficient to collect and
record, for each approach of a four=way intersection, the following data
for each signal cycles
lo Type of vehicle *— light or heavy*,
2o Lane and order of approach of vehicle
o
3? Exit direction of vehicle
4o Whether the particular leg being observed was loaded
FIGURE 3 s THE ADDING MACHINE KEYBOARD SHOWING THE
CODE CARD USED FOR INFREQUENT OCCURRENCES
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5o np to seven predetermined descriptions of the traffic flow or
other important information
60 total traffic per cycle, by movements
In this study, eight-column machines provided the required key ar=
rangement for maximum speed and data capacityo Figure k shows a sample
tape from the machineo From left to right the columns were used to record
the following items:
Column Is
Key 1 Light vehicles
2 Heavy vehicles







Keys one and two were used in combination with keys in other columns
to give complete record of each vehicle© Keys three through nine were en=
tered singly using the "non=add" key to affix a distinctive symbol to themo
Column 2s
Key 1 vehicle approached from curb lane
2 vehicle approached from center lane
Column 3s
This column was covered to separate columns 1 and 2 from column 4
and also to increase column 4 9 s capacity from 9 to 99
I|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|
30 0, 00 0. 0*
1 1 0,0 1.0
4 0,0 0.00*
2 1 0,0 0.1.0
1 2 0,1 0.0
1 1 0,0 4 1
1 1 0,0 1.0
1 1 0,0 0.0 1
1 2 0,0 1.0
8 9 0,1 O 4.0 2 *
"2
.COLUMNS
VEHICLE WAS WAITING IN CENTER





LIGHT VEHICLE IN CURB LANE
TURNED RIGHT
.TOTAL FOR ONE GREEN PHASE ON
ONE APPROACH
LIGHT VEHICLE IN CURB LANE
WENT STRAIGHT THRU
HEAVY VEHICLE IN CURB LANE
WENT STRAIGHT THRU
HEAVY VEHICLE IN CENTER LANE
TURNED LEFT
LIGHT VEHICLE IN CENTER LANE
WENT STRAIGHT THRU
CURB LANE WAS LOADED DURING
HIS GREEN PHASE
TOTALS IN THESE COLUMNS
HAVE NO MEANING
COLUMNS '








NOTE' ONE TAPE RECORDS THE DATA FROM ONE
APPROACH ON EACH OF TWO STREETS
FIGURE 4 SAMPLE ADDING MACHINE TAPE
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Column 4s
Key 1 vehicle exited to the left
no other keys were used
Column 5s
Covered as was column 3
Column 6:
Key 1 vehicle exited straight through
Column 7s
Covered as were columns 3 and 5
Column 6s
Key 1 vehicle exited to the right
Figure 4 shows how keys in columns 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 recorded the
complete movement of each vehicle passing through the intersection^
At the end of each green period, the "total" key was punched and the
total traffic for that period was recorded by turning movementso After
this total movement was recorded, column 8 was used to record a loaded
green phase by punching in, with the nnon=add" button, one of the keys
coded as follows
s
1 curb lane loaded
2 center lane loaded
3 both lanes loaded
A lane was considered loaded if more vehicles approached the inter-
section than were able to pass through during the green phaseo A continu-
ous line of vehicles had to be waiting to pass through the intersection
throughout the green time, even though no vehicles were able to pass
through at a particular time because of one of the reasons listed in
column one, keys 4 through 9»
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The tape can be read in the office similar to reading the tape from
an automatic recording traffic counter The recorded data can be quickly
removed and summarized in the manner most convenient to the use to which
it will be puto The time required to tabulate and summarize the data for
four legs of an intersection from the adding machine tape is approximate-
ly one hour for each hour of data collectedo
Figure 5 shows the machines set up at an intersectiono Power to
operate the machines was obtained from the traffic signal controllero
During most field studies, two machines and operators were used and
all approaching vehicles were countedo Each operator recorded data for
two legs of the intersection, selecting them for visibilityo He alter-
nated between the legs in accordance with the phase of greeno No
difficulty was experienced in keeping pace with traffic The yellow
period was used to "total" the traffic movement for the green phase that
had just ended and to indicate loaded lanes when presento A line was
then skipped before beginning to record the other directionso Occur-
rences, too rare to be given a code key, were written onto the tape in
their proper locationo
In addition to the main turning movements and lane use control
obedience data, other items were recorded that are of interest to good
traffic planning o As a natural result of the way the data was collected 9
it was easy to determine the number of trucks that turn right from the
center lane© When a high percentage of trucks do this, it would presum-
ably indicate the lack of a sufficient turning radius at the curb*
Whenever a lane is restricted in use, this data collection method will
immediately show up violationso
14
FIGURE §s THE UPPER PHOTO SHOWS THE POWER CONNECTION USED
AT THE INTERSECTION WHILE THE MACHINES IN USE
ARE SHOWN IN THE LOWER PHOTO
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By modifying the code to suit the investigator's needs, almost
anything passing through the intersection could be countedo For instance 9
during the truck survey, the truck direction could be recorded together
with a code for the company nameo Immediately after that, a part of the
truck's license could be recordedo By setting up a number of stations,
truck movement in an area could be observed*
The smallest unit of time coordinated with the tape is in the time
equal to the length of the green phase for any given approacho Within
a green phase it is evident in what order vehicles passedo This will
tell the investigator whether vehicles merged into one line, for instance,
by alternating or if one lane pushed its way through and forced the other
to waito It will not indicate headways or, except by special notation,
whether there was a gap between waves of vehicles approaching the inter-
section* For this study and for many others, time within a green phaao
is not essentialo As long as data is. recorded to indicate when the lane
is full throughout a green period, the capacity of approach can be deter -
minedo
The volume count using adding machine recorders appears to attract
no more attention from passers by than other methods <> A few drivers
watched the operation and forgot to watch the light© This caused some
slight delay, but the number of such incidents was yery smallo
Hand counters could be set up on a tally board to record the same
data that could be recorded on the adding machine.. However, six counters
would be required to record three exit directions from each of two laneso
If heavy vehicles are to be separated from light vehicles, the number jumps
to twelveo However, some exit directions could be eliminatedo Right
turns from the center lane and left turns from the curb lane are gareo
The recording of these movements could be eliminated but the information
gathered would no longer be complete^ If twelve counters are used, the
operator must then make several decisions before recording each vehieleo
When traffic is moving steadily through the intersection in two lanes,
very little time can be given to deciding what lever to pusho In addi-
tion to the difficulty of recording each vehicle properly, there is no
provision for recording totals as the operator shifts from street to
street o Therefore, each operator must have two boards and a third crew
man is needed to transcribe the accumulations as the count progresses so
that there will be a total per green phase elassificationo This still
leaves the problem of how to indicate loaded cycleso The third man pre=
8umably can observe this as he transcribes data or the operators can
tell himo This introduces an additional chance for erroro The equip-
ment cost of four tally boards each with twelve hand counters is very
similar to the cost of two adding machineSo The extra field man in-
creases the cost of making the count with the tally boardso
With the keyboard^operator method, there is no danger of an unob-
served machine failure This will prevent the loss of valuable data<>
Though the record will not be as complete as with a camera recorder
„
the data will be easier to handle in the offieeo
The adding machine recorder has definite advantages in data
capacity, ease of recording, and cost over the tally=board=>hand counter
methode The tape from the adding machine is easier to handle than that
from the graphic recorder as the former is much smaller» In addition
it is easier to read since there are only eight columns instead of twentyo
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More <soding can be accomplished with the adding machine since ten keys
are available in each column.. However, the graphic recorder has a con=
stant speed tape advance which will coordinate time with the other datao
Depending on the speed at which the graphic recorder must be run to dis^
tinguish between vehicles, tape replacement may become a problem when an
extended count is madeo
The cost of two adding machines is approximately one half that of
a graphic recordero The adding machine method is less expensive both in
equipment and manpowero The machines themselves can be used for general
office work when they are not being used for volume countso
Regular 120 v»a Co current must be used to operate the adding
machines , while storage batteries can be used to operate the graphi©
recordero The power to operate the adding machines, however, can be
readily supplied at a signalized intersection through the signal son-
trollero
IB
Data Collection and Analysis
Io Procedure
The volume data necessary for this study was gathered over a period
of three months in the late spring and early summer of 1957
»
TWo intersections were chosen after all possible intersections in
the Lafayette area were inspectedo To produce the most general conditions 9
only right~angle, four=way intersections were consideredo In addition
only those with two=>phase signals and lane use controls were regarded as
aeceptableo These restrictions reduced the number of intersections to
four of which only two had sufficient traffic flow to indicate their
capacity©
The intersection of State and Grant Streets in West Lafayette was
chosen as one loeationo However, due to an accelerated construction
program the intersection was closed to the normal flow of traffic soon
after the data collection began and before sufficient data had been
gathered to produce any resultso
The study was then concentrated at one intersection — that of South
and 4th Streets, in Lafayette
o
Volume counts were made using the adding machine recorders described
in the previous chaptero It was first thought that off peak traffic flows
would be of interest but after a few days this was abandoned since it was
found that the relatively minor flows had no difficulty in passing
through the intersection©
Data were collected for three days over a three week period at
South and 4th Streets with the lane use control restricting the center
lane to left turn movements© During this time arrangements were made with
the City of Lafayette to ©hang® the control to allow straight through
movement from both lanes, from the west on South Streeto Parking on
the exit side of South Street from 4th to 5th Streets was removed at
the same time to provide a two-lane exit for the safety of the motorists
who 9 as a general rule, have been educated to expect only one through
lane 9 At the same time, this provided a comparison between one and two
approach lanes when there are two exit laneso This comparison can be
made since traffic forced to use one approach lane will use only one ex<=
it lane whether two are provided or noto
This change was effected on Monday, June 10, 1957° At the same
time the lane markings on the other legs were renewedo Up to this time
the lane markings on all the approaches had been almost obliterated by
the traffiCo The overhead signs, however, were in very good ©onditiono
Figures 6 and 7 show a plan of the intersection with the pavement mark-
ings before and after the ehangeo Figures 3 thru U picture the approaches
after the ©hangeo
On the Saturday preceding the initiation of the new control, an
article explaining it appeared in the Lafayette Journal and Couriero
After the change was made, data were collected on nine afternoons
during June and July<> It was found that drivers seemed reluetant to use
the center lane to go straight across the intersection© Since all inter-
sections in the area with lane use control permit straight through move-
ment from only one lane, it was thought that the motorists were failing to
notice the change in eontrolo To remedy this, an instru@tion sheet was
passed out to each driver who stopped at a traffic signal three blocks
west of 4th Street on Southo In this way the motorist had a chance to
read the sheet and then maneuver his vehicle into the lane of his choice©
20
The instruction sheets were passed out between four and five=thirty p<>mo






























SCALE: I : 20
FIGURE 6. PAVEMENT MARKINGS

























FIGURE 7 PAVEMENT MARKINGS
AFTER CHANGE IN LANE USE CONTROL
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FIGURE 3? TEST APHtOACH ON SOUTH STREET AT THE
INTERSECTION OF SOUTH AND 4TH STREETS
24
figure 9 s east approach on south street at the
intersection of south and 4th streets
25
FHJURE 10$ SOUTH APPROACH Oil 4TH STREET AT THE
INTERSECTION OF SOUTH AMD 4TH STREETS
26
FBOTE lis NORTH APPROACH OH 4TH STREET AT THE
INTERSECTION OF SOUTH AM) 4TH STREETS
2"J
Since loaded cycles were determined to be the item to be compared
it vas desirable to Get as many such cycles as possible. To this end a
group of eight drivers were assembled and instructed to drive through
the west approach of the intersection at the same overall speed as the
rest of the traffic.
They were told to .pick -whichever lane they thought would allow
them to proceed straight through the intersection idth the least delay.
After going through the intersection, they circled around two blocks
and again approached 4th Street from the west. By repeating this opera-
tion* many cycles were loaded. It is assumed that the average driver
will drive the same as these special drivers after a learning period is
provided.
Accident informat3.on was obtained from the Lafayette Police De-
partment., but no accidents directly attributable to the lane use control
could be found. Collision diagrams for the intersection can be found
in the appendix.
28
II o Tabulation and Summary
The data are tabulated in tables 2 thru 5 in the appendix. Aver-
age values for the important factors are given below.






Between C% using center lane
















Betvieeiftj^ using center lane
4*45 & ft









** Before refers to the time before lane lines were repainted.
4th Street
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From the South Before-"-"- After,
% left 26,5 26,8
Ja thru 57*7 57,6
£ right 15*3 15 .6
% violation of lane




f% using center lane




From the Korth Before"5** After
% left lloO 10,0
% thru 72c7 77.7
% right 16,3 12,3
% violations of lane









** Belore refers to the time befoni the lane linos and arrows ware
repainted-
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Intersection of State and Grant Streets









% violations of lane
use control







% violations of lane
use control
Between) f% using center lane
4:45 & \ \






















# thru vehicles using
center lane* 69.3
Between") (% using center lane 52.8
4:45 & ( 4
5:15 pmj ]p cycles loaded 13.3
^volume 122





% thru traffic using
center lane* 28o2
Between") (% using center lane 54o3
4:45 & \< „
5:15 pm! $ cycles loaded 41.7
\volume 208
* no lane use control exists on Grant Street.
Table 1 gives the number of loaded cycles and the average number of
equivalent light vehicles or passenger cars passing through intersection
during these loaded cycles.
Figures 12 and 13 show the 24 hour volume from the wast on South
Street. The curb lane traffic shovai as a percentage of the total traffic
so the area between the corner indicated the center lane traffic.
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CARS THRU TIE INTERSECTION
of
















































* Heavy vehicles vrere equated to cars by raultiplying by two=
** Special drivers us«d.
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Figure 12 givos data for the period viien only the curb lane could be
used for straight movements. Very little traffic then used the center
lane o When the lane use control -was changed, more traffic used the cen-
ter lane as can be seen in Figure 13o This is especially true in the
peak period vjhen extra capacity is needed
.
III. Statistical Analysis
Two analyses trere carried out on the volume data collected at the
intersection of South and 4th Streets.
The first and most important analysis concerned itself T-dth the
number of vehicles able to pass through the intersection. A before and
after study \na made on the eastbouna South Street Approach. The data
used lias the average number of equivalent passenger cars that vrere able
to pass through this approach in the loaded cycles. Heavy vehicles v/ere
equated to passenger cars by multiplying by two. Light vehicles vrere
converted to the passenger car designation using the same numbers.
Once a relatively large number of loaded cycles had been accumu-
lated for both conditions, a test could be made using the c statistic







where 2 *» no. of std. dev. from hypothesized maan difference
ci avg. no. of passenger cars per loaded cycle after
the lane use control was changed




e 2 weighted average of ©, and c_
iXjS no o of loaded cycles recorded after the change
u2
s no, of loaded cycles before the change
It was possible to determine whether the change In lane use control
significantly affected the capacity of the intersection*. A one tailed
test was used to indicate whether significantly more cars are able to
pass through the intersection when straight through vehicles can use
two approach lanes








2 - 1,3 ~ 4o06 #*
.32
c n.4 ® n.
1T. 2 2
nl* n2
186 o - 9o9 x175 4 8.6x186
175 i 186
@ ~ 1732,5 4 1399° 6
361
c ° 9o2
Since 4.067 2.33 this is significant at the 1% level. It oan be
claimed that more cars are able to pass through this intersection in
the eastbound dire@tion when two approach lanes are open to straight
through vehicleso This claim can be made with only a one percent chance
of error., The second analysis was made to determine if painting the
lane lines and arrows on the other three legs significantly decreased
the number of violations of the lane use control A before and after
study was made here also which coincided with the study in t he previous

















































































































































































































se&t-ion , At the time the control was changed on the eastbound approach;
all lane lines and arrows were revewed..
For this analysis the violations were expressed as a percentage of
the straight through movement since only straight through vehicles were
considered as violators „ The formula used was
12
/
where p\ s decimal fraction violating before
p = decimal fraction violating after
p " weighted average of p. and p.
q = 1 - p
« s number of vehicles going straight along the street on which
they approach the intersection before painting,,
a s number of vehicles going straight along the street on which
they approach the intersection after paintingo
A one tailed test was also used here to indicate whether the viola-
tions dropped significantly after the painting was done The three
remaining legs were tested Since more violations could be anticipated
during times of light traffic,, tsare was taken to use only data taken at
comparable times. The time period *?as approximately 4s30 to §830 p m»
For South Street - from the east
a












016 S ,016 = 2,36**
/O0QOOO46
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Since 2 36^2o33 8 it can be claimed that painting decreased the
i
violations of the lane use control with a 156 chance of error,,
For 4th Street •= from the souths
-
.« - 481 x o031 4 1096 x ,005





~ 005 n2 - 1096 p - 0*013
q = 1 - ,013 ~ o987
o031 - .005
ft 4 - ""l' fr
* 7-013 x ,987 (431 W&T
O026 s aQ26 £ 4»19*»
3
~__^~~^, .0062
Since 4ol9 ^ 2o33 9 it can be claimed that painting caused a de-
crease in violations on this approach with a 1% chance of error
n
For 4th Street => from the north:
&33 sc .124 4 2021 x
pl
~ "^ °1 s 683 p § ©S| 2021
P2
~
.046* n2 - 2021 p
s 0O66
,124 - ,046 q = 1 - 0O66 * ,934
/>066x,934 y^'+ajr-)
a " 5 »078 — 7o09«»
/0COOI2 o0n
Since 7^09^2o33 8 it can be claimed that painting caused a de-
crease in violations on this approach with a 1% chance of error©
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IV Discussion
The data indicate that the amount of left turns from a particular
intersection leg has a major effect on the value of the lane use con-
trol o When the use of the center lane from the west on South Street
was opened to straight-through vehicles as v/ell as left-turning vehicles,
the lane began to carry almost 30{2 of the traffic instead of less than
10$. The number of loaded cycles went down and the num>er of vehicles
through in each cycle went up.
From the 24 hour volumes chart showing the results of a count made
after the change, it can be seen that about 40$ of the drivers during
the peak period used the center lane. During the off peak periods,
their use of the lane was not much different than before the change c
Where the percentage of left turns if greater, there is an indica-
tion that the center lane is better used,, While the data is not
sufficient to make a statistical analysis of all the intersection legs,
it does chow that some center lanes are well used while others are note
The number of violations of this control are very low in Lafayette.
The test at South and 4th shows obedience approaching that shown to the
traffic signals themselves. This is especially true after the lane
lines and pavement arrows were repainted. This may or may not be found
to be true in other cities where this control might be adopted.
While the percentage violations were in the order of two of four
percent at three approaches of the intersection^ they were much higher
on one approach« The only apparent difference was the fact that parking
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was permitted for about one half of the block leading to the inter-
section on the approach with relatively high violations. Adequate data
was not available to prove whether this was the reason, but such a con-
dition might be checked carefully where straight through traffic is to
ha moved from the center lane to the curb lane at an intersection,,
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Lane Use Control Survey
The purpose of this chapter is to gather, in one report, informa-
tion on types of lane use control being used in other cities » While
these controls may be solutions to problems now existing in some com=>
munities, a study of the pirticular circumstances in each locality
should be made before determining whether any one of the several con-
trols can be used to advantage „ As are most traffic controls, they
are double edged swords and, xtfien used improperly, they will cut
capacity Instead of delay.
The first section deals with the types of markings used in the
lane use control studied in other chapters of this report. Figure 14
shows the type of pavement marking arrows used to designate the type
of movement allowed in a particular lane in Lafayette » The thick
heads are highly visible and the direction indicated is very clear
«
Figure 15 shows the overhead signs that are used in conjunction with
the pavement markings. Again thick headed arrows are used to show
clearly the proper direction* These signs are reflectorized white
arrows in a green background,,
Figure 15 shows the most widely used control, which restricts the
center lane to left turn movements „ On one-way streets, "where several
lanes are available^ heavy left turns can be accommodated as shown in
Figure 16 „ On two-way approaches to intersecting one-way streets, the
ordinary type of lane use control separates the two allowed movements
as in Figure 17« An example of overhead signs combining the arrow
symbol with a xrord message is illustrated by Figure 18» The use of
A2
the word "only" on this sign, patterned after lane use signs in Denver,
points up the fact that a left turn is required of vehicles in this
When using these markings^ driver confusion can be eliminated by
always indicating exactly vjhat the motorist is required to do„
FIGURE 14: PAVEMBHT MARKINGS FOR IAMB USE CONTROL
hh
FIGURE 15: OVERHEAD SIGNS SHCWING THE CENTER LANE
RESTRICTED TO LEFT-TURNING VEHICLES
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FIGURE 16 s WIDE STREETS ALLOT GREATER
LAKE DISTRIBUTION
U6
FIGURE 17: TWO-WAY APHtOACH TO A OHE-WAY STREET
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ONLY
FIGURE 18 ARROW SYMBOLS ARE BEST
COMBINED WITH WORD MESSAGES TO
SIGNIFY REQUIRED MOVEMENT
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A few confusing installations are shown in Figure 19 and 20. In
Figure 19 pavement markings indicate a left turn may be made from the
center lane which also carries the straight through movement The over-
head signs seem to indicate that the center lane is for straight
Ihrough movements only. In Figure 20 the leaves of a nearby tree ob«
scare the overhead sign* In this figure, also, the curb lane is
obsignated as a straight through lane only, even though right turns
may be made*
Heavy turning movements can be handled by allowing more than one
lane to turn where there is sufficient approach and exit width. In
such a case the inside lane will be restricted to the turning movement
and the next lane will be either for the turn only, or for an optional
turn lane. Figure 21 shows a double left turn control in Detroit,, The
curb lane is mariced "Left Only", vjhile the next lane is marked "Left",
indicating an option of left or straight. Figure 22 shows a similar
installation in Chicago.
VJhere a turn is permitted on an arrow indication xtfiile the red-
indication is on, the particular lane affected is reserved for that
purpose in Detroit. Figure 23 shovre a right turn lane. Right turns on
red may be made on red only when a supplementary arrow indication is
given. Two types of arrows are used. One, a green arrow, allows a turn
without stopping. VJhere heavy pedestrian volumes are encountered, a
flashing red arrow is used. This requires the vehicle to 3top before
turning
o
In California and some other states, right turns are allowed on red
at all intersections unless otherwise signed. Ray (2) in a thesis for
the Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering of the University
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FIGURE 19: INACCURATE MARKING WILL CAUSE DRIVER CONFUSION,
NOTICE THE PAVEMENT I&RKINGS BSH1-HT A LEFT TURN
BUT THE OVERHEAD SIGNS DO NOT,
FIGURE 20s NO RIGHT TURN IS INDICATED HERE ALTHOUGH ONE
CAN BE MADEo TREES HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO HIDE
ONE OVERHEAD SIGN,
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FIGURE 21: DOUBLE LEFT TURN MARKINGS
IN DETROIT
52
FIGURE 22s DOUBLE LEFT TURN MARKINGS
IN CHICAGO
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FIGURE 23s SPECIAL RIGHT TURN LANE IN DETROIT
of California reports that accidents involving right-tum=on~red with
no auxiliary indications accounted for only 0o3 of 1% of the total ac-
cidents in San Francisco Bay area over eight years In addition only
four pedestrian accidents involving a right~turn=on~red vehicle were »•=
ported in 3338 accidents studied by Mr Ray He reports travel times
through a Central Business District were reduced from 7=10^ over simi
lar vehicles making a right-tum=on~green oniy
On major arterials in Detroit the lighter traffic flow is often
stopped early at intersections where many left turns are to be made by
the heavier opposing traffic <, This eliminates the danger of the lighter
traffic starting up with the opposing traffic 3 even though their light
is still red at delayed green controls^ Detroit feels that there is bet-
ter storage and more efficient use of the left turn opportunity with
this control ->
Mary of these same arteries in Detroit have a nine foot lane strad<=
dling the center line of the street for the exclusive use of left turn
vehicles, This makes for an efficient use of an odd lane and only re^
moves four and one-half feet from each side of an evenly laned streets
For wide streets s this can be divided among three or four lanes and not
be missedo Figure 24 shows the overhead sign used to indicate the lane
in Detroit West Lafayette^, Indiana is installing this on a five-lane
street In Chicago the centerline of some intersections is moved t»
the left to provide for a left turn storage area. This is shown in
Figure 25
!FIGURE 24< SIGN OVER IANE STRADDLING RESTRICTED
CENTER LINE IN DETROIT.
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FIGURE 25s CENTER LIKE ON CHICAGO STREET IS
MOVED TO PROVIDE LEFT TURN LANEo
Where the traffic flow is predominantly in one direction in the
morning and reverses itself in the evening,, reversible lanes may be the
solution to the capacity problem^ There are many methods of operating
reversible lanes which appear to depend to a large extent on how well
the motorists are expected to operate over the streets Chicago °s
Lakeshore Drive has concrete fins which can be raised and lowered to
separate traffic, Figure 26 shows the center fin up., In Detroit tw©
signs are alternated over the ©enter of Grand Riverp one reading in the
outbound direction "Keep Off Center Lanes ?AM => 9AM Monday thru Friday,
«
This can be seen in Figure 27? The other reads "Us© Both Lanes &FM *-
6PM Monday thru Friday,. " In the inbound direction^ the times are reversed c
No other control is usedo Buffalo is installing a system similar t®
Detroit J Sj> using signs over all lanes and illuminated turn prohibitions
where necessary
o
The results of this study indicate that a combination of pavement
markings and overhead signs produces the best driver observance for lane
use controls o When restricting a lane to one turn mo>/sment p the word
"only" should be added to the arrow symbol to make the intent of the eon~
trol clearly regulatory rather than merely permissive^ Where double left
or right turns are allowed the inside lane should be marked as a "turn-
only" lane both on the pavement and on the overhead signs
Turns made during a red indication are shown in various ways in dif-
ferent areas, The manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (l) mentions
that permitting any movement through a red signal with no other indication
weakens the effect of the red signal, Howevers in areas where right-
turnS"On~red are allowed^ there appears to be no lessening of obedience
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FIGURE 26: REVERSIBLE LANES OK CHICAGO »S
LAKESHORE DRIVE,,
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FIGURE 2?8 REVERSIBLE LANE CONTROL
IN DETROIT,
t© the red signal.. Mr* T, T„ Wiley,; Director of the New York City De~
partment of Traffic thinks that arrows of the same colors as traffic
signals should be used to indicate allowed and prohibited movements
,
The most important item to consider is uniformity o There should be as
much uniformity in this control as in the colors of the traffic signal
itselfo Why should a person find a large assortment of arrows and
signs as he travels any more than he would expect to find purple and
orange traffic signals?
When many left turns are made along the length of the street^ the
placing of a special lane straddling the center of the street appears
to be a fine method of allowing the turns without delaying other traf-
fic, Of course the width of the street is an important factor o A
street width less than 50 feet would be too narrow for this control:
Unbalanced flow is quite different than the usual flow along a
street, Even the crown of the street works against the acceptance of
this method of providing extra capacity. Howevera the reason for large
volumes moving in one direction is that the same people go to the same
place every day and these people will quickly learn to use this control
Detroit uses the barest minimum of signs for their system^ Chicago has
elaborate fins to divide the opposing traffic Traffic on a street is
divided unevenly only during rush hoursg and the rush hour traffic is
made up of people who use the street day after day* The author is of
the opinion that under many conditions only signs or signals and some
pavement markings a^e needed to operate the unbalanced flow once the
commuters get used to it,,
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Conclusions and Recommendations
1, Driver obedience to lane use controls in the Lafayette area
is very good,, In many locations it approaches behavior usually
reserved for traffic signals only*
2o At the intersection studied obedience to the lane use
control was increased when the lane lines and arrows were repainted,
3» When a "lsft<=>turn=onlyw lane is installed on an intersection
approach with less than 10$ left turns 8 an inefficient use of the ap-
proach results.-, During times of high volume, delay will increase
greatly*
4° Further studies" are needed to determine the limits that should
be set on the use of this lane use controls The intersections approach
studied here has a low left turn volume and a high right turn volume,
The "left-tunsNonly" lane did not produce an efficient use of the ap-
proach. Presumably8 as left turns increase in numbers they will reach
a point where the center lane may well be restricted to their useQ The
condition of high right turns creating a need for a "right=tum=oniy"
lane should also be studiedo The study of more intersections will ? un-
der the proper conditions^, allow generalization to warrants that will
allow the most beneficial use of lane use control on urban thoroughfares.
The possibility of reducing accidents with this control should be con-
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FIGURE 28 COLLISION DIAGRAM































FIGURE 29 COLLISION DIAGRAM
SOUTH STREET AT FOURTH 1956-57
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